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The goal of this phase is to fully flesh out our design concept and begin working 
on calculations and models. 

To accomplish this, we:

1. Started calculations to determine spring constants
2. Designed and developed a scaled down prototype
3. Created CAD models for the preliminary design

Objective



● Narrowed down our design concepts
● Removed spring wheel from possible concepts
● Selected the Cartridge System with Digital and Analog Data Acquisition

This design consisted of a hydraulic piston pushing against a set of 
springs which are held in a cartridge that could be switched out to select 
springs for different aircrafts.

Starting Status



Preliminary Design



Cartridge Design



Cartridge Design



Cartridge and Housing



Brake Cartridge
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Cartridge Hidden View



Cartridge and Piston
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Pressure Transducer



Linear Potentiometer



Magnetic Position Sensor



Graduated Reservoir
1. The piston will displace the fluid by 

creating pressure. This is the 
pressure inlet.

2. The fluid will run into a tub that 
siphons into the graduated cylinder 
and underneath a plate in the 
cylinder. 

3. The lightweight plate will float up 
and the cylinder will have 
measurements.

4. The operator will read and record 
the measurement.

5. The operator will then open a 
pressure outlet valve and drain the 
fluid.



Calculations
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Proof of Concept Design



Prototype



Cross-Sectional View
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Spring Setup



Bill of Materials
 and Budget



Preliminary BOM



Proof of Concept BOM



Summarized Budget



POC Fabrication



Piston
1. Lathe round 6061-Al stock to 1.56 in. OD 
2. ⅛ in. wide parting tool used to produce O-ring groove 0.15 

in. deep
3. Both piston heads cut to 0.36 in. long using parting tool
4. 5/16 in. hole threaded with ⅜-16 UNC thread for piston 

shaft
5. ½ in. 0.1 in deep hole bored to allow for press fit of 0.5 in 

OD. centering tube
a. Tube allow for smooth travel through 3D printed static bushing

6. Both Piston heads are press fit into position and rod is 
threaded through

7. O-ring placed in air-side piston head
8. Mounting fixtures are 3D printed for clamping to testing 

surface



Cartridge

1. PVC pipe length cut to 9 in. to allow for 
proper piston travel

2. Cap is drilled for bike pump air valve, epoxy 
applied to secure

3. 3D printed base and mounting fixtures 
comprise base structure

4. Spring housing is 3D printed to rest behind 
main assembly

5. 3/16 in. shaft sits in assembly to retain 
longer spring’s rigidity



POC Construction



Construction of Prototype

Materials:

1. Bike Pump (up to 140 psi)
2. Small Spring Base (orange)
3. Green die spring
4. Rod to prevent buckling
5. Blue die spring
6. Spring housing
7. Piston and Piston housing
8. O-ring



Construction of Prototype

Step 1:

Put the green spring inside the small spring 
base.

Slide rod through the base and green spring.



Construction of Prototype

Step 2:

Slide rod and green spring through hole in the 
spring housing block.

Push small spring base flush against the black 
block.

Slide blue spring inside the spring housing.



Construction of Prototype

Step 3:

Place the piston and the piston housing flush 
against the spring housing. 

Clamp the blocks to the table to prevent 
movement and separation (not shown).



Construction of Prototype

Step 4:

Attach bike pump to valve.

At this point, the prototype is complete and 
testing can begin, once proper safety measures 
are taken.



Results

TBD

During testing the team was made aware of the 
limitations of PVC usage with respect to 
containing compressed gases

Therefore, the piston housing is now composed 
of an aluminum-6061 tube (1.5” OD, 1.35” ID)

Testing will be conducted at the beginning of 
Phase 4



Test Plans



Test Plan Steps

Once the Proof of Concept is completed, the following test plan will be performed.
1. Position the blocks as specified by spring lengths as noted.
2. Pressurize the tank to approximately maximum pressure ~90-100 psi.
3. Record pressure measurement off bike pump gauge as well as 

displacement with dial caliper.
4. Using valve, decrease the pressure with small increments. Record 

pressure and displacement measurements.
5. Repeat until piston is no longer pressurized.



Risk Assessment



Added Risks



Updated Risks



Schedule and Future Plans



Phase 3 Plan



Phase 4 Plan







Lessons Learned

● Team size: For concrete solutions we can break into smaller groups. For 
brainstorming we need the whole team

● Calculating spring constants: They are higher than expected. We should 
scale the pressure, not displacement

● Lead time: It takes time for MSD to process orders
● Testing: Plan for the worst case scenario, always
● PVC pipe: PVC can not be pressurized with air in POC- replace with Al-6061
● Before summer break: Create a report that summarizes where we are



Questions?


